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PREFACE’
: ‘&stainable development, as a
concept, recognizes that envirdnmental.
protection and long term integrity of our
lbiosphere is inextricablylinked to factors
far beyond industrial productiori and.
process, namely the growth, health .and
education ..of the population; scientific
and technological-based innovations,
risk-assessment and risk-management,
decision making and governance, and a
more profound .understanding of social
mores, norms and human behaviour in
general. To. move from ‘concept to
action plans is. daunting, because the
issues are as emotibnal as technical in
their complexity, .and the- solutions tire
as political as they. are technical in their
implementation.
the
successful
Following
completion in 1989 of the Canada-Japan
complimentarity Study, which had been
~commissioned by. the two .Prime
Ministers, environment.in a sustainable
development context was one of the six
research. and development areas
identifiedfor immediate co;operation-and
enhanced collaboration. However, it was
also clear that there was a timely need
for exchange of up-to-date information
on the progress, innovations and
remaining difficultiesdealing with c&ain
environmental issues as. a prtilude to
further work. When .&pprtiached by the
‘Japanese Embassy to arrange thi+
Workshop, it became clear to me that
we need&d to know’both the Japanese

..
.

state of ptay and the Canadian:.situation.
However, we faced a rapidly changing
world
environmental scenario as
countries and, .organizations -moved to
United Nations
prepare .for the
Conference on the Environment and
Develppment (UNCED) in Brazil in 1992.
The Workshop on ‘the. Japan situation
was. planned first for June 1991 and a
Canadian fottow-through -in Japan. will
occur post-Brazil, ,,
It is appropriate to focus on
opporturiities
created
by
the
complementarity of Canada-and Japan,
as we identify issues of common cause
,for UNCEd and bilateral projects, and
recognize areas where more research
needs ‘to be done because international
’ competitivenessand development issues
increasinglylink technology to aid, trade, .
and the environn%nt. This was a
cdntitiuing theme. ior many of the
speakers at the 1991 Workshop, whose.
,proceedings follow here. For ,the first
time, we can see the major differences
that have indeed occurred over the past
decade or SO in, for example, pollution
controls or energy usages, and compare
strategic options for the 1990’s.
..
In. May 1991, the formation of .th6
Canada-Japan F&urn 2000 group was
announced’ with a broad, 1 economic,.
cultural and
internationaliy-focused
mandate, atid a December i992’
reporting date ‘back to the- two Prime

Ministers.
import.ant
These
environmental -directions are being
pursued within that task. We are
building step-wise to achieve some of
the foundation stones of an overall
sustainable society in the longer-term.

.. :

throughout this project and in the
publication of this volume, with support
from the Foreign Ministry of Japan.Thanks also go to the Department of
‘, External Affairs and International Trade
-Canada for hosting the Workshop in
Ottawa.-Liaison between &II parties was
In
Ambassador
.Michiohandled by Agnes Pust, who was coMizoguchis’address to the Workshop,
ordinator for the Workshop. Particular
he also referred to complementarity.
responsibility for the ,writing and
sustainable
development,
production of this document lay in the
.Like
compiementarity is a powerfully simple
capable hands of Sarah Kimball and
concept that reveals a complexity when
‘. Professor John Drake of McMaster
it is .analyzed for action. Both ideas are
University, who also generated the
embraced by the desire to find balance
material here* based on the speakers’
and harmony between nature and ’
presentations and data, as well as the
,people;. whose Quests for security,
ensuing discussions. The :full- program
prosperity and well-being drive our
can be found in the appendix.
common future. I. hope these Workshop
Proceedi-ngs
positive
make
a
contribution towards that goal and a
.GeraldineA. Kenney-Wallace
President and Vice-Chancellor,
greater understanding between Japan.
McMaster University
and Canada.
Co-Chair, Foreign Policy Committee,
.
As Co-Chairs of the Foreign
National Round Table on the
Environment and the Economy
Policy Committee, Pierre-Marc Johnson
and. I would like to acknowledge
Spring 1992.
his
.Ambassador
Mizoguchi_ and
embassy staff for their helpful,assistance
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INTROlhJCTlON

problems. Sound economic and political
policies, lifestyle changes, cooperation
between industry and science, and
governmental commitment are all.
necessary., In order to adequately
address issues related to both the
protection and restoration of the
environment
and
economic.
development, there must be action.
based upon informed discussion,
research, planning, and cooperation
across .all sectors of. society. This. will
require a reevaluation of how. we, in
Canada, and indeed globally, conduct
our business and form our public policy..
It would be a positive step if, while,
evaluating existing decision-making
processes,
the
importance
,of
consensus-buildingto address concerns
across all ‘sectors of society was more.
widely recognized.

Ozone depletion, loss of biodiversity,
global warming, pollution of the oceans;
at times the litany of. environmental.
seem
daunting.
degradation can
Equal& daunting are ‘the steps
necessary to effectively begin the
process of addressing environmental
concerns. At the same time, global
economic development, that, is, the
progress of industrialization in the
developing world and the characteristics
of industrially based economies in the
developed world, indicates an ongoing
commitment to :economic, growth. .The
challenge, therefore; becomes. finding a
balance between sound environmental
policies and economic policies that will
allow ‘future generations to- enjoy a
strong global economy in a healthy
global environment.
It is clear that solutions to problems
such as air and water pol!ution, .waste
reduction, energy use, and the disposal
of toxic wastes require, technological’
innovation Global cooperation between
,industry :and science is imperative if
environmental protection is to be
_ possible.
While it is clear that solutions to
environmental prob).ems must involve
technological innovation, it is equally
clear that technology. alone is not
sufficient to VIfully address these

I.
Environmental -..issues cannot
be
addressed without consideration of
economic issues. Further, as the scope
of environmental problems becomes
increasinglyglobal, no country can hope
to act effectively in isolation.There is’ a
-growing realization that it is not
reasonable for any country to assume
that its environmental policies have
anything less than a fully global impact.
Similarly, it is not reasonable to assume
that any country .. can significantly
address environmental problems without
‘_

cooperation from other countries cooperation which may be hindered by
economic considerations. Solutions to
environmental problems must involve
glob&l
cooperation
on
both
environmental and economic issues.
This point becomes particularlyapparent
in discussions of disparities between
developed and developing countries.
‘Trading patterns and restrictions, the
cost and &ailability of technology, and
the real development needs of much -of
the world are at least as-important to tin
understanding of environmental issues
as technical .discussions of emission
controls and clean-up mechanisms.
not
only
between
Cooperation,
developed countries, but also between
the’developed and developing world, wilt
be necessary if we are to achieve global
environmentally sustainable economic
development.
Snkeeping with that objective, the United
Nations Conference on the Environment
and Development (UNCED) has been
organised and will bring together world
leaders in Brazil in 1992. As part of

Canada’s preparations for that summit,
dialogue must be stimulated across
Canadian society. Sdentists, business
leaders, government decision-makers,
and environmentalists must be brought
together to discuss issues that are both
local and global .in. nature. As a
contribution to this global dialogue, the
Foreign PolicyCommittee of the National.
Round Table on the Environment and
the Economy (NRTEE), in response to
from
proposals
the
Japanese
government, organized. a workshop
which was : hold June .26, 1991 in
Tawa. The presentations and remarks
of three ‘Japanese speakers (Dr. Jiro
Kondo, Dr. Shuzo Nishioka, and
Ambassador Kazuo Chiba) provided
Canadian participants with valuable
insight into Japanese technologies,
decision-makin’g
processes,
environmental challenges and solutions,
and perspectiveson UNCED. Hopefully,
the discussions stemming from the
workshop will form a basis for increased
understanding and cooperation between
Caneda and Japan on environmental
issues. The following is a summary of
the workshop discussions.

,

I. THE CHALLENGES
._
Both
Canadian.
and
Japanese
participants clearly : identified six
important areas which they felt must be
considered as part of any attempt to
comprehensive,
global
affect’ a
environmental strategy.’ .The next few
pages identifyand briefly describe these
areas.

based on industrial activity often driven
by equioment producing high levels of
CO,.(see chart on following page) -

2. NATURAL RESOURCE
MANAGtiMiNT

Deforestation, the loss of biodiversity,
and threatened marine resources are
increasingly being viewed, particularly in
the developed world, as.issues
as .issues requiring
serious attention. Dealing with these
issues,will require the greatest level of
international cooperation.
‘It was
concluded ‘by the workshop participants
that it, may become necessary to look
seriously at the manner in which
economic .growth is encouraged,
perhaps through the policies of the
World Bank and the IMF, ‘For their part,
many developed countries have .statied
to look at ‘innovativepolitical solutions to
problems, such as debt for nature
swaps, green loans, and technology
transfer to compliment research on
purely technical innovation. Resource
management, incidently,:is an are& that
was identified by Japanese participants.
as one in which they.could benefit from
Canadian expertise.

1. ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION

As a result ,of increasing public
awareness of ozone .depletion, global
warming, and acid rain, emission levels
of co, , Nitrous’. Oxides (NO& and
. Sulphurous Oxides (SO3 have become
the subject of much discussion, both in
Canada
and around. the world.
Addressing the issues associated with
.these emissions must involve: an
evaluation of the criierion. used to
establish acceptable emission ievels, the
creation of new emission control
mechanisms, and .a review of the cost
and availabilityof these processes. It is
apparent that the developed world, if it
hopes to- have a significant impact on
issues such as global warming, can do
so only in cooperation, with the
developing world. Rowever, economic
growth in many developing countries is.

:
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include China

4. TECHNOLOGYI AVAILABILITY AND.

3. CHANGING EXISTING ATTITUDES

kOST

AND PROCESSES

Japan has developed a variety of
environmental technologies in order to
cope with its own environmental
problems. These will be examined later.
While technology can provide innovative
solutions to some of our environmental
problems, its development raises a
number of issues. Its availability, cost,
and transfer to developing countries
present challenges which will require
global cooperation and innovation.

As noted earlier, finding a balance
between -environmental protection and
economic development requires a
serious reevaluation of the decisionmaking processes in society. Only in
this way can increased cooperation.
between often competing interests be
fostered.
Canadian. participants clearly -identified
existing decision-making processes;
which are characterised by an absence
of cross-sectoral cooperation, as fan
area of _concern to them. ‘It was
concluded that Canada could potentially
learn from the Japanese decisionmaking model, which places significant
emphasis on cooperation and dialogue
between disparate groups.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL REGlJ’iATlONS

There are a number of regulatory
mechanisms that governments can
employ domestically to encourage
environmentally responsible behaviour.
The need to modify decision-making’
processes and attitudes has already
been noted. However, more direct
approaches must be discussed and
considered. Legislation as a means of
regulating pollution is the most obvious
of these options. The introduction of
market mechanisms into industry is
another. For example, a floating tax
based on the-level of polluting emissions
.might provide a viable alternative or
compliment to legislation.

Further, both Japanese and Canadian
participants agreed
that
it was
necessary to encourage a reevaluation
of lifestyles in industrialized countries
and to encourage the adoption of more
environmentally sustainable practices.
Once again, a conflict between
environmental and economic prioritiesis
quite evident. However, the Japanese
seem to be making significant progress
in this regard, as indicated, .for example,
by the success of their domestic
recycling programs.

A number of potential actions with more

5-
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international ramifications were also
identified: For example, the use of
environmental standards as a criterion
for possible trade ‘restrictions was
identified as an .area for discussion. AS
well, the question -of industry behaviour
overseas, particularly ‘in countries with
environmental- protection
minimal
legislation, was identified. as an area
which needed to be addressed.

patterns and legislation, technology.
transfers and money must all be
-. addressed. The UNCED. process, if it is
to serve as. a- catalyst for action, must.
begin to respond. to these issues..
However, it is unclear how much can be
significant
without
accomplished.
cooperation ,and‘understandingbetween
developed and developing countries.
..
.Because these issues involve both
economic and political policies they
represent the greatest challenges to
sustainable development. Accordingly, it
is vital that countries such as Japan and
challenges
‘meet these
Canada
effectively, utiliiing existing international
and. trading
monetary
political,
organiiations.

6. GLOBAL TRADE AND RELATED
ISSUES

lt was noted that a- reevaluation of
international .economic institutions and
practices is necessary as. we move’ into
an increasinglyglobal economy. NorthSouth economic disparity, trading

0
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II. SOLUTIONS: THE JAPANESE EXPERIENCE

Finding solutions to environmental
problems requires coordination between
often. competing sectors of society.
There must be .a financial commitment
from both industry and government,
cooperation between industry and
government, and, finally, there must be
technological innovation. It. is worth
noting that Japan made an initial
commitment to environmental protection
and renewal at a time when it was
undergoing unprecedented economic
expansion. This would seem to indicate
that -with sufficient commitment from
both governmental and
industrial
sectors, it is’ possible to ‘achieve ,both
‘economic growth and. environmental
protection - objectives. which often
appear contradictory.

By the mid 1970’s, emission control of
” atmospheric ‘pollutants was one of
Japan’s main priorities. The Central
Council of Environmental .Pollution
Control. was established and legislation
such. as the. Clean Air Act was passed.
This
.action. was
once
again
accompanied by. a significant financial
commitment.
Initially, the greatest
financial expenditures were focused on
atmospheric protection, which led to;
developments in denitrification and
desulphurisation technology.
In the
early 1,9&l’s, the focui shifted to a
concentration, on water treatment
programs.
Throughout the course of the previous
two decades Japan has. invested an
average of $5 billion (U.S.) annually on
environmental protection research and
technology. This is the equivalent of
approximately 0.35% of its annual GNP.
This section touches upon specific areas
in which this investment, along with

It was during the early 1970’s that
Japan first made a serious commitment ‘to both environmental research and .
legislation. The founding of the.
.Japanese EnvironmentalAgency in 1971
and the
National
Institute for
Environmental Studies in- 1974 are
examples of responses to growing
environmental
This
concerns.
comparatively early investment and
government 2commitment made it
possible for Japanese industry to make
significant.advances in the development
of environmental protection technology.

.other efforts, have been focused.

1) .TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

0

AND IMSTMENT

IN EIW~SS~~N
EM~W~N

CONTROL

’

Since the early 1970’s, the Japanese
. .government has financed a number of.
7

_

..
”

:

open scientific facilities dedicated to
environmental research. Over the past
two decades these institutions have
.focused on, among other things, the
tracking of greenhouse gases, providing
to
with
access
researchers
supercomputersfor global research, and
the development of innovative pollution
control mechanisms. The Research
Institutefor InnovativeTechnology of the
Earth (RITE) and the National institute of
Environmental Studies aie two such
centres.

SO, Emissions

I

,

z
‘import policy
Furthermore,
and
technological innovat/on have been
complimented by market incentives to
industry. Pollutiontaxes, proportional to
SC, em4ssions, were instituted in the
1970%. This provided industry ‘with an
incentive to install desulphurisation
equipment. As a result;.SO, emissions
have been decreasing steadily since
1970, and were largely controlled by
1975.

The National Institute of Environmental
Studies, which was.established in 1974, :
has facilities to test the effect of
pollutants on plants and’ animals. More
specifically, they are engaged in
research that monitors and attempts to
improve the capabilii of plants to
absoib, and thereby’ help’ control the
emissions of, NO, and Sb,.
.
In addition to the advances ‘made in
reducing NO, and SO, emissions,Japan
has also been abie to make significant
progress reducing CO, emissions, lead
concentrations in gasol,ine,and pollution
from the steel industry. Technological
innovation which facilitated these
reductions have, in part, been stimulated
by the goal of increasing’ production
efficiency and by the availability of low
cost financing.

,

Japan has been able to achieve low
levels of SO, emissions largely.due’ to a
combination of technological innovation
and sound energy policy. For example,
since Japan imports almost of all of its
natural resources it has been able, and
willing, to select crude oil-and coal that
do not have a high sulphur (S) content.
Similarly, encouraging the use of natural
‘gas has contributed to the reduction in
S emissions.

NO, .Emissions
As in the case of SO, controls, stringent
environmental standards for
NO,
emissions (0.25g/kg.) wereimplemented
in the 1970’s. Complimenting regulatory
action was the invention of Exhaust Gas
Recycling (EGR), which provided a

8
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.

further
means
of
technological
controlling the emission of NO,.

very favourably .tih those in. .other
developed countries (see next page).

Other means of reducing emission levels
which. are being used .by a number of .
Japanese industriesinclude the recycling
of inert ,gases as a coolant, two stage
combustion, and the introduction of
catalytic denox facilities.

In. 1990, the Japanese government
decided to commit. to a further
reduction. It set as : its goal the’
stabilization and reduction of CO,
emissions on b0th.a per capita and net
basis. Toward that end, 1990 CO,
emission ,levels were. established as a
target for maximum CO, emissions in
the year 2000.
Based on Japans
average annual growth rate of 4%, this
would constitute a 50% reduction in real
terms.

However, the ‘NO2 problem has, not
been solved, particularlyin urban areas.
Automobile and urban poflution has left
Japan at double its target’ emission
levels. Currently .’ the Japanese. are
concentrating on .developingmethods of
alleviating the this problem.

Generally speaking; this goal is being
pursued in five ways, all of which could
be utilized in’ an attempt to’ reduce ‘the
emission of, other pollutants as well.
They are:

CO; Emissions

Significant progress has been made in
the development of technology to
,. IUrban structure change;
2.
Changes to the transportation
reduce CO, and CO emissions. Japan .
system;
3.
first set strict CO, emission standards in
Production systems that produce
the early i97O’s. ‘These standards were
low levels of CO, ;
.- 4.
Changes to the energy production
primarily designed.to reduce automobile.
supply system; and
emissionswhich were causing significant ..
5
Lifestyle changes.
problems, particularly in urban areas.
m
strict standards
led
to
These
From a purely technological perspective,
considerable technological innovation,
there, ‘have been a number of
including the development of the
innovations related to reducing CO,
dimensional catalyst converter for the
emissions that’ could have global
automobile engine. By the end of. the
application. . Par example, it was
197os, the problem was largely
discovered that by condensing CO,
‘corrected, and by ,the late 19SOs, levels
and .adding hydrogen (H, ) through a
of CO, emissions in Japan compared
catalyser, it is possible to produce
‘.

9
.’

’

.,

methanol, which.can be used as a. fuel.
As well,. the Research institute for
Innovative Technology of the Earth
_ (R4TE) is experimenting w4ththe use of
’ the process of photosynthesisas means
of absorbing CO,
directly from the
stack. Through the use of optical fibres
to channel sunlight during the day, .and
electrical light at night, it is possible

to stimulate large, scale photosynthesis
in plankton which, in turn, converts CO,
to non-toxic-gases. As a result of these.
and other technologies; Japan has been
able to ,achieve significantly lower. SO,,
,NO, , -and CO, emission levels than
other G-7 countries. The chart ‘below
illustratesthis point.

’
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Lead.

pressure that .was stimulated by cases
of lead poisoning from auto emissions.This led the Ministry of International
Trade and industry to ban all. kinds of
lead which, in. turn, motivated the
development of the catalytic converter
for the automobile engine.

The .maximum allowable. level of lead.
concentration. 4n gasoline. in Japan is
significantly lower than in Canada and
other countries. These. standards were
implemented in 1970 following public

I

GASOLINE LEAD CONTENT
IN SOME MEMBER COUNTRIES
..

Country

Present .Mbxlmuy
Lead Content, g/l’

Future Maximum
Lead Content, g/l
(in effect)

EEC

0.15-0.4

&QI3(voluntary, 1966
compulsory Qct.1, 1969

Austialia

0.4-0.8.

Austria

0.15

0.013

Canada
Unleaded
Leaded

0.013
0.77

0.29 -

Finland

0.4

0.15

Japan

0;004

Spain

0.46-0.65

I

;

0.013 (1965)

%

.’

0.4 (1966)
‘.

Sweden
.,Switzerland
United StatUnleaded
Leaded

0.0

0.15

0.013 (1986)

0.013
0.13

0.026 (1966.

n

:

:

0.15

II

.
”

(1967)

IhduStry Efficiency
Thus far, this section has briefly outlined
the way in which- technological :
innovation has contributed to a
reduction in the”emissionof a number of
pollutants. However, emission.reduction
has also been achieved, in- part, by
increasing the efficiency of industry in
general. Japan has found that by
improving industrial ‘efficiency it is
enhance sustainable
possible to
development programs since increased
efficiency reduces the amount of waste
produced. It is estimated, for example,
that approximately 20% of emission
reductions described thus far can. be
directly attributed to oil conservation.
The Tokyo Electric Power Company
@EPCO) uses fan jets, developed by ,,
Mitsubishi heavy industry, in their
turbines to increase ’ their ‘intake
temperature. This has allotied them to
achieve a fuel efficiency level of 4S”h
while the industry average in Japan is
40%. However, while this does lower
oil; higher.
consumption of
the
temperatures may result in increased
NO, emissions.which.must be countered

benefit from using technology to
‘produce fuel efficient cars, which also
,produced low.NO, exhaust levels. Since
it is impossibie to argue with the
financial success of Honda, it is
that
through
increased
apparent
efficiency it is possible to develop
technology
environmentally sound
without sacriicing economic growth.
Carbon steel production in Japan
provides ] another ‘example .of this
principle in action.. A comparison of the
process utilized to produce carbon steel
in Japan with that of other countries
reveals that the former produces
significantly.lower pollution levels. This
has been accomplished through the
rationalizationof the production process,
the use of blast furnace gases to, run
turbines which.‘generate electricity, the
use of inert gases for .cooling, -and:
finally, by making the production
process continuous.

by scrubbrng.

The ‘case of Carbon Steel production
emphasises the‘. change in focus from
saving the environment to saving
energy, which is part of the trend,
towards increased efficiency. The chart
on the next page illustrates this trend.

Perhaps the most graphic illustrationof.
this principlecomes from the example of
the Honda auto company. In 1976 they
realized that manufacturers of smaller,
more efficient engines could greatly

It is impossible to overestimate the
importance of the relationship betieen
efficient industrial processes and a
healthier environment. If applied globally
in-the steel, chemical, cement, ‘electrical

..

.

and auto production industries, the
abok pro&s improvements could

.

redude CO,. e&ions
much as 20%.

worldwide by as

1
.
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Flnanclng Innovatloy

In Canada there is some question as to
whether such financing -would be
considered an unfair subsidy under the
terms of the 1989 Canada/U.S. Free
:Trade Agreement.
However, such
financing should be acceptable if it is
made available on a competitive basis,.
as is the case with tax credits for
research and development. The federal
government is currently considering the
creation of financing corporations as
one method of providing greater access
to low cost capital.

The development and adoption of
innovative technologies, both those
directly focusing on environmental
protection as well as those designed to
improve industrial efficiency, is heavily
dependent on the availabilityof financial ..
resources. Japanese financing’ models
could provide insight. for Canadian
government and industry.
In Japan, government does not give
money directly to companies for the
purpose of improving environmental
performance.. Instead, the government
creates arms-length private foundations
which provide capital to industry,-at very
low rates of interest (“soft loan*), for
the purpose of improving equipment and
rationaliing. production processes.
Additionally, the intrqduction of market
incentives makes it beneficial in the long
run, through’ lower taxes, to install
equipment. In effect, the tax serves to
stimulate long-term investment in
environmental protection.
During the .1970’s, the Japanese
Government did play a more direct role.
Between 1972-78 it provided 1 trillion
yen annually, at very low rates of
interest,. which was ‘invested to equip
power stations. One third of these funds
‘were earmarked for pollution control
devices.
“.
.,

2) DECISION. MAKlNG AND
COOPEFtATidN
lnstltutions

Much of the success which Japan has
,had in. the field of environmental
protection can largely be attributed to
cooperation between legislators and
: industry. In part; this cooperation is a
product of. necessity; public reaction to
serious environmentalproblems in Japan
forced the adoption of an action
oriented approach to environmental
clean up. ‘It was not, however, easy to
forge cooperative relationships across
various sectors of society. -Japan was
subject to the same intense. debate;
between interests representing industry
and
those.
representing
the
environmentallobby, observed frequently
in Canada. However, experience with
14.

,

would result in an estimated savings of
one-billion dollars,a’year. In Canada, the
province of Alberta is considering the
use of a combination of. poliution taxes.
and credits as a means of controlling
SO, emissions. Globally there have been
discussions, as part of UNCED
preparations, regarding the possible
creation -of an emissions tax, related to
CO, :production, between countries.
_:

,endorse.

Quality Control Cjrcles
While it is important for management to
be involved in the- environmental.
protection process, it. is equally
important that workers be involved.
Japanese industry, particulary when
discussing
means
of
improving
efficiency, has implemented quality
control cycles which encourage’ worker
input into technological development.

Self Regulation.
Self-regulationby Japanese industry has
resulted in environmental standards and
codes of behaviour for- use both within
Japan and abroad.. The KEiDANREN.
(Federation of Japanese Economic
Organizations) Charter (see Appendix 4)
sets forth guidelines for -Japanese.
enterprise operating abroad that
member companies are expected to
comply with. Among the guidelines are
that:

.4. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Industrial technology and regulatory
.activity are important aspects of
addressing environmentalproblems. Just
as important is the management of
natural resource&.

Recycling
- environmental protection be made a ‘piiorii at
overseas sites and, as a minimum, Japanese
companies abide by local standards generally
-and Japanese standards concerning the
management of harmful substances;

‘.

Recycling represents one of the most
.obvious means of reducing waste.
Since 50% of waste in Japan is currently
incinerated, this is clearly an area in
which the- Japanese feel they have to
make -significant advances.
l-he
involvement of citizens’ groups in the
process ‘of separating matarials has
contributed to increasing levels of
recycling. Currently 50% of iron, 40%

.- the company establish an environmental
management system, including staff responsible
for, environmental control; and
- local residents be included in discussions on
environment-related issues as they arise.

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce
has released a similar charter that
member companies are being asked to
17
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fuel efficiency are being offset by a shift
in consumer preference to larger luxury
..cars in which mileage is. not a primary ’
consideration. An overall increase in’the
number of cars on the road is also
contributing to this problem.

Minimata diseases, caused by. high
mercury levels in fish, led the Japanese
Government to adopt the position that,
when in doubt, it is important to take
positive action even before available
scientific evidence was one hundred
percent conclusive. As a result, Japan
has managed to avoid the burden of an
adversarial approach to ,environmental
requires
policy-making
‘. which
indisputable evidence as a prerequisite
to regulatory activity.

It is, therefore, necessary to instill in
young’ people, through education, the
attitude that an environmentally friendly
way of life is desirable. Naturally; this
applies to the youth of both Canada and
Japan.

between
research
Cooperation
institutions and
government
has
permitted the latter to set environmental
standards that are stringent enough to
require substantial initiative on the part
of -industry. .At the same time, financing
methods and collaboration between
industry and research institutions has
‘made it possible for industry to meet, ..
surpass,
government
.and
often
standards..

Lifestyles~

:
Unfortunately, the macro-level success
of environmental policy-making in Japan
has not been ent/rely matched at the
level of the individual. Rapid -washout to
surrounding .oceans reduces. incentives.
to protect water supplies zealously by.
creating a picture of a Japan that is
relatively unpolluted.. Further, some of
the gains made .in the area of improving
I5
L

Recent polls in Japan reveal that
attempts to do this have met -with some
success. Sixty per cent of ‘those
interviewed
that
said
global
environmental issues should be among
those receiving priority attention from
government. FE&-eight percent felt that
environmental
measures,
where
warranted,..should be taken even- in the
absence of indisputable’ scientific
evidence. Thirty-six percent felt that in
the face of competing .environme.ntaland’
economic interests, the environment
should. have priori, while-twenty-three
per cent felt that priorities should be
determined on a case by case basis,
and- twenty
percent
felt
that
environmental an’d economic concerns
could be compatible,-Cf those aged 243
50, who are at the core of the Japanese,
economy, sixty-three percent fe4t that
environmental issues are the most
important faced by government today.

Long-Term Planning

I

Despite the problems associated with
competing interests in environmental
policy and economic development,
Japan has been able to make significant
advances in long-term planning. Its
hundred year plan, “Earth Action--21”
(attached as Appendix 31, is an attempt
to develop a cohesive, long-term
strategy that which will facilitate the
protection of the planet. It combines
the development of new technology and
environmental’ reclamation measures
such as reforestation.

’

3. ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION ALTERNATWiS

bollution Taxes

-in Japan we have (a) consensus process (that)
‘varies from time to time and issue to .issue...
However, there is one common thread... we
don’t jump into our pronouncements right away
without talking to various parties. But the actual
process is very different from time to time.... (for
example) there will be lots of talk between
young bureaucrats of different ministries... and
between young people in various organizations
which have a bearing on the decision.‘*...these
talks seep upstairs in those .organizations and
eventually reach the ministers. By that time,
however, the talk would already be going to the
trade unions, and the junior members of the.
trade union hierarchy would be talking to the
junior officials in the labour ministry-this talk will
be fed back.. and also. go upstairs. By the time
it gets upstairs all the great captains of industry
will know about it, but whenfirst asked about it
by the ministers they feign surprise and say “we
haveto think about that”... one day you get a

I*

TO -LEGISLATION

Japan
employs
an
interesting
combination of legislative and nonlegislative
measures.
to
effect
environmental protection. In the nonlegislative category,. financial incentives
and voluntary self-regulation account for
much of industrial Japan’s impetus. to
deveiop new technology and act in an
environmentallypositive manner.

This type of long-term planning has
been made possible by the decisionmaking process itself. In the following
passage, taken from seminar transcripts,
Ambassador Chiba was able to provide
Canadian participants with an insight
into this process:

.-

leak ,in the newspaper.
Now this leak is
sometimes
coordinated,.
sometimes
uncoordinated, but it is in the main direction and
not completely wild. By the time that you read
about the leak... the initiated will know people
have been talking for two or three years about
It already....basicaliy if we are very careful about
things and... talk very discreetly at the right
levels I think we might get a consensus.

As illustrated by the reduction of SO, in
Japan after the implementation of
emission taxes, it is clear that this type
of mechanism can work as an
environmental protection mechani.sm.
Other countries have also experimented
with pollutiontaxes. In the United States;
the trading of emission credits was used
to help achieve ‘a reduction in the lead
content of gasoline. As weil, the US
Clean Air Act is utilizing trading permits
in an attempt to achieve a 50%
reduction in acid-forming emissions. This
16

of aluminum cans, 59% of cullet, and .
50% of paper is recycled;
These
numbers compare very favourably with
those in other G-7 nations

resistance of countries dependent on
forestryfor their development, has made
apparent the difficulties inherent in.
striking an acceptable, legally binding
charter.

Forests

Recognizing this, Japan ,has proposed
.that a non-legally binding international
charter for the protection of the world’s
forests be discussed as part of the
UNCED process. It is-Japan’s position
that such an agreement would serve as
an important first step in assuring
sustainable development of the world’s
forest resources. At the same time, it
would respect the sovereign rights of
developing countries that may depend
heavily upon the development of forest
resources.

Forests are one of .the earth’s most
important renewable and multifaceted
resources. ‘They act as CO, -sinks,
habitats for biological diversity,. and
provide both protection of the watershed
and soil cover. They are also a source
of many raw materials. This makes them
an important economic‘- resource,
particularly in developing.countries.
Problems associated with increasing
deforestation once again illustrate the
environmental
balance
need
to
protection and economic development.
international Tropical Timbers
The
Organization (ITTO) attempts to affect
such a balance through the promotion
of sustainabie development ‘and forest
conservation. The World Bank, and
international .agencies,
is
other
attempting to address, through financial
measures, the problem of deforestation.

Biological Diversity
ongoing
negotiations,
Despite
considerable division remains between
developed and developing countries on
issues. related to maintaining and.
protecting biological diversity. There is,
however, some hope that by focusing
on issues’ where agreement might be
reached during the UNCED process,.
such as the establishment of .protected
areas, negotiators might be able to
develop . mechanisms for addressing
other problems as well.

The idea of a Forest convention, the
purpose of which is to protect tropical
and temperate forests, was first
endorsed at the G-7 summit in Houston
in 1990. However, the difficult process
of international negotiation, and the

While biologicaldiversityconventions are
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being negotiated in preparation for
UNCED, they ‘are becoming enmeshed
in debates concerning technology
transfer between developing and
developed countries. This once again,.
serves to highlight the difficulty of
separating economic. issues from the
environmental protection process. It.also.
serves to illustrate the manner in which
global environmental issues are rapidly
becoming’ among .the most important
North-South issues to be dealt with in
the Coming.years.

environmental problems, it is necessary
that a’ selection process be developed
to.- ensure that the
appropriate
technology is offered. Similarly; if
transfers are going to be effective, it will’
be necessary ,-to transfer skills and
training in addition to basic technolo,gy.
Another
barrier
comes
from
organizations such as the WIPO (World
Intellectual Property Organization) which
are hesitant to include intelle@ual’
property in any form .of trade talks.
As a means of addressing some of
these concerns, Japan has created the
International
Centre
for
Earth.
Technology Transfer (ICEll).
It was
created to collaborate with other
industrialcountries regarding the transfer
of environmental technologies, some ,of
which are developed at RITE, to
‘devefoping countries.

Water and Marine Resources
This is an area that was identified as
one in. which there is a potential for
significant cooperation between Canada
and Japan. The Japanese participants
indicated that greater investment,
particularly in the. area of waste.
treatment plants, was necessary in their
country.

costs
The problem of technology transfer is
further compounded by the high cost of
technology. Canadian participants in the
workshop concluded that it was
necessary to either find a way to
increase competition in .order to drive
prices down .or to develop a. way to
fund the cost. of .purchasing available
environmental technology. A lack of
competitively priced alternatives and,
more seriously, the high cost of capital

5. TECHNOLOGY SHARING
The. debate surrounding the ‘global
management of natural resources is
directly &-rnected to the larger issue of
technology transfer to developing
countries. The transfer of technology is
hindered by a number of obstacles. For
example,. for. technology transfer to be
an effective tool in dealing with
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growth and fewer- factories offering
-greater protection to the environment
illustrates one of the most pressing
North-South issues the world currently
faces. Developing countries are seeking
to maximize their economic potential
while the developed world is moving
towards tying development aid to
environmental protection. This issue.
was discussed by representatives of 41
developing. countries at an UNCED
preparatory meeting held in Beijing in
1990. It was their conclusion thatdeveloped countries should seek to
provide aid to developing countries that
allow
them
to
would
develbp
environmental protection measures
without sacrificing economic growth.

in Canada, contribute to the difficulties
facing Canadian- industry wishing to
protection
environmental
utilize
technology. While this is a problem in
Canada, it is an even greater problem
for developing countries.
Related ,to the above is the issue of
linking development aid to the
environmental practices of recipient
countries- This represents yet another
twist to the oft-noted problem of coming
to terms with potentiallycompeting aims
associated with. economic development
and environmentalprotection. Japan has
considerable experience in dealing with
this problem, most notably. in policies
concerning development aid to China.
As part of its ‘industrializationstrategy,
China has plans to build numerous new
coal-generated factories. It would be
preferable, -from an environmental
standpoint, if they were to install plants
equipment.
desulphurisation
with
Unfortunately, they are far more
expensive than factories that do not
Given their
have such equipment.
primary goal, which is economic
expansion, China is primarily concerned
with increasing the. total number of .plants, so there is a preference for
utilizing less expensive, and hence less
.environmentallysound, technology.

Given the importance of, and interrelatednature of; issues such as resource
management, technology transfer, and
economic development, it is apparent
that global cooperation will’be critical to
environmental protection. Indeed, it can
be
argued that the
focus, of
environmental protection should not be
on research but rather on action, In the
case of Japan, the KE1DANRE.NCharter
and the initiativesof the ICElT represent
a positive,starting point in -this regard.

The choice between a high number of
factories and more rapid economic

However, it may be possible for Japan
to take on an even more active role as
a catalyst in the transfer of technology.

6. GLOBAL~COOPERATION
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given’the scope of its economic power
and success
of its
established
management practices.
+

environmental
performance
when
discussing countetvail duties. It is also
possible that this issue can’ be
addressed through the I International
Business Council of the International
Chamber of Commerce,. the United
Nations, or the
United Nations
Environment Program. In this regard the
KEIDANREN Charter (see. pg. 17) is a
step forward because it calls upon
Japanese companies to “abide by
Japanese standards. concerning the
management of harmful substances.”

Initiatives of this kind cannot, however,
be taken in isolation. Trade practices
and laws, financial aid policies, and
existing.internationalinstitutionsmust be
rekgnized
and utilized wherever
possible.
,
Trade Practices
While legislation has proven to be an
effective tool to- control domestic
.pollutionproblems, the potential problem
of .corporations leaving countries with
stringent environmental standards and
establishingtheir operations in countries
with lower standards
must
be
”-’ addressed. Other issues of this kind
requiring consideration include the
potential use of trade barriers based on
environmental policies,. and the use of
developing countries as a l,ocation for
the production and/or storage of
hazardous waste.

Debt for Nature’ Swaps :
There is discussion in world banking
circles that links the “swapping” of the
Amazon forest, that is to- say further
large scale development there, for the.
debts of Brazil. . Japanese banks are
among
those
actively
pursuing.
discussionsof this nature with the World
Bank. This is, however, a particularly
sensitive issue among developing
countries. As alluded to earlier, attempts
to in any way dictate the manner in
which sovereign nations may or may not
utilize domestic resources, particularly
when those resources represent the
primary means through.which economic
development can .be achieved, could
easily be interpreted as arrogant. This is
particularly true ,given the fact that the
industrializationof the developed world,
along with’lifestylestherein, account for

In short, the issue that will have to be
addressed is whether or not international
trade laws will permit what amounts to
“shopping” for industrial sites with
‘environmental regulations requiring the
lowest operating costs.
There. is
evidence. to suggest that within the
GATT, and other trade ‘negotiations, a
movement has already begun to include
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many of the environmental problemsfacing the world today.

International Environmental Technology
Centre in Japan, which will focus on the
environmentallysustainablemanagement
of: big cities and fresh water lakes and
reservoirs. Its mandate is to provide
training and consulting services and to..
establish a pertinent data base using
appropriate sources from. around the
world. There is a great deal of potential
for this agency to coordinate. research
with other centres such as the Canadian
Centre for Inland .Waters.

On a more practical level; it is difficult
(although some progress is being made)
to assign a dollar value to -natural
resources. This is true both in terms of
calculating ,an immediate market value
.and -estimating the value of the
opportunity costs asso&ted with the
of any particular :resource.‘.
lo&
Undoubtedly, fairly assessing ‘and
meeting such. costs will require a high
level. of both political and. financial
commitment from the developed world.

lntkrnational Instiiutions~
.’

Similarly, both the Global Environmental
Facility (GEF) and the multilateralfund of
the Montreal protocol for the protection
of the ozone layer may be used to
further global cooperation. Both funds
are attempts to establish a financial
mechanism that will make full use of
existing-international organizations such
as the World Bank, the UNEP, and the
UNDP.

’

While it is important to establish an
international
consensus.
on
environmental and economic issues; it is
equally important to establish a
mechanism .for implementing programs
and development. Hopefully, UNCED will
serve ,as a forum for discussing how
existing organizations, such as UNEP,
can be more effectivelyutilized and how
new mechanisms for cooperation can be
developed.

7. UNCED. *

UNCED is increasingly .beingviewed in
Japan as- the focal point for a range of
specific environmental and economic
issues. People in political, academic,
‘business, and labour’ circles, as we!l as
environmental.:NGO’s,are involved in the
preparatory process.. This is also true in
Canada.

Toward that end, Maurice Strong,
Secretary General for. U.NCED, has
called for the creation of linkages.
between environmental.research facilities
‘worldwide. This has been started with
the creation, through ‘. UNEP, of the

Agenda 21. (Appendi
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5) identifies a

.
d
:

number --of specific issues and general.
areas of concern that will donsidered
leading. up to UNCED. UNCED, it is
hoped, will provide a forum for the
signing of a number of conventions
related to these issues.

Canadian Perspectives on UNCED
The Canadian environmental movement,
as well as NGO’s, is working closely
with the Canadian government in the
preparatory process. However, there is
some concern that progress is moving
too slowly on a number of issues.

.Japanese Perspectives on. UNCED
Japan hopes to contribute to the
development of an earth charter that
has worldwide applicability. In doing so
it will draw on experience gained in
its
overcoming
own
serious
environmental problems.
UNCED
represents
a
valuable
opportunity to deal with institutional
aspects of. the global environmental
probiem. In so doing, however, the
challenge will be to avoid creating huge
new bureaucracies by restructuring and
coordinating.already existing institutions.
UNCED also represents an opportunity
to deal with jssues such as technology
transfer, financial resources, climate
deforestation,
.biological
change,
diversity, and marine resources.
However, it must. be seen as. an
opportunity to improve North-South
relations as well.
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Canadian expectations are. very similar
to those of Japan in terms of the items
on Agenda 21. It was the opinion of
Canadian seminar participants, however,
that negotiations are being slowed down
because many people are having
difficulty understanding the relationship
between economic and technological
development issues and environmental
protection initiatives. This relationship is
crucial to all issues that will be, and are
currently being, raised through the
UNCED process. Difficult North-South
issues, such as technology transfer and.
financing, are becoming the real issues
for discussion. It is those issues, rather
. than taiks related to global warming,
biological diversity or deforestation,
which will be the. key factors that
determine UNCED’s ultimate success or
failure.

..

:

CONCLUSION

Solving environmental challenges will
require more than mere- technological
innovation..It will require a fundamental
restructuring of the way we live, and
think, increasingly, it is apparent that
environmental problems, such as those
articulated in the 1987 Bruntland report,
must be dealt with as part of the larger
issue of global economic development. .
This
sentiment
was
reinforced
throughout the workshop discussions.
Several-trends became apparent, trends
which were identified by both Canadian
and Japanese participants. .. The,
importance of technological innovation,
for example, seems to have become
overshadowed by the necessity to make’
technology available and affordable to
the developing world. At the same time,
the .global cooperation necessary for
joint action on environmental issues .is
h.indered, even in the UNCED process
itself, by econom@ and political realities.

:

Countries, particularly those in the
increasingly
developing world, are
required to choose between the need
for economic development, compounded
by rapid population growth, and
environmental protection. Yet, ironically,
the experience of Japan shows that with
sufficientfinancial resources and political
and industrial will, these two options do
not have to be mutually exclusive.

Clearly, it is not sufficient to lament the
loss of tropical forests as CO, sinks and
advocate remedial action without in
some way compensating the countries
immediate
whose
economic
development may depend on the
development of those forest resources.
It is not’reasonable to expect developing
countries to Sacrific6 the potential for
economic growth-that may improve the
lives of their citizens in order to meet
environmental. standards set by the
developed
world,
particularly
if
developed countries are not willing to
make similar
sacrifices.
:
While the magnitude of the problem may
be quite different, in many. ways the
current .economic debates in Canada
mirror the development .process that .is
going on in the. developing world.
Access to capital for environmental
protection technology, an increasing.
awareness of the need for international
competitiveness, and the’ challenges
being raised by free trade talks with the
United States and Mexico are issues
with which Canadian industries must
deal. They are the same kinds of
issues which developing countries must
address.
North-South economic issues will be
part of the UNCED process, and

.

greater cooperation between Canada
and Japan. Canada clearly has greater
.expertise in the field of resource
managem.ent since a substantial part of
the Canadian economy is still resource
based.
This knowledge could. be
transferred, perhaps in cooperation with
UNEP orthrough KXlT, to compliment
Japanese industrial technology.

corresponding solutions to economic
concerns will have to be addressed
before there can be -real progress on
Perhaps
environmental issues.
Canada, given the fact that it. has a
number of concerns similar to those of
developing world countries while, at the
same time, is industrialiied with well
,developed research capabilities, i=an
help pr&ide a link that brings NorthSouth issues closer together.

:

..

Japanese industry chose to implement
KEIDANBEN
charter;
the
the
International and Canadian Chambers of
Commerce
‘are
adopting
similar
statements of principles. While this
corporate self regulation is laudable, it
is, in and of itself, insufficient. The
reality of global politics.and economics
dictates that without a concentrated
commitment from .government, as. well
as from ,industry, the amount of real
change that can be made will be limited..

Similarly, because of the close ties that
_ already exist between Canada and
Japan, there is potential for the two
countries to not only engage in an.
cooperative
increased
level
of
environmental research, but to use their
common politicaland economic interests
to make complementary contributionsto
the UNCED process.
As members of the G-7,:&d participants
in GATT, Canada ‘and Japan can also.
bring environmental issues into ’ trade
negotiations and policies. The\ G-7
nations will have to seriou&y evaluate
their prioritiesvis-a-vis development aid,
debt relief and “green swaps”. While the
World Bank and the UN are discussing
these kinds of issues, it is becoming
apparent that, in the short-term at least,
biiateralMforts will be useful.

The challenge of integrating decisionmaking processes was another reemerging theme. While financing and
legislativemodels may vary form country
to country,. what is significant is the
process through which the models are
developed,
Clearly the Japanese
- decision-making process encourages a .
higher degree of consensus and cross
sectoral integration than do Canadian
processes. .-While Canada could not ‘.
simply’adopt Japanese models - cultural
differences would. undoubtedly prevent
this - there is certainly the potential for

Japan has already made such efforts in
the Asia Pacific region. However, this.is
one area in which there is room for
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improving current processes through
thoughtful’ consideration of these
models.

apparent that solutions to existing
problems will only be found after a long
and difficult process.. Unfortunately, the
world does not’ have the luxury of an
infinite amount of time to reach a
consensus on common action. At. the
national level, increased dialogue offers
the best chance, of. arriving at some
form of consensus. Internationally,
perhaps the two countries, and others,
will be able to work together to
accomplish .something during the
UNCED process. :In any event, there
must be a serious reevaluation of
prioriies,
policies
and
lifestyles,
particulary in the developed. world.’ The
National Round Table hopes that
activities such as this Canada-Japan
workshop contribute to that’ ongoing
process.

From. a Canadian perspective, it is.
necessary to seriouslyevaluate methods
of establishing and implementing
environmental protection legislation.
There .is no question that financing
mechanisms ,utilized in Japan would
prove advantageous. to Canadian
industry. One of the challenges for
Canada will .be increasing integration in
decision-making between
industry,
government, and environmentalists so
that a balance between the interests of
economic growth and environmental.
protection can be addressed at both
lo&l and global levels.
As economic and environmental issues
become increasingly interrelated, it is
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Appendix 1

AGENDA
: ..
CANADA-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON THE ENVIRONMENT
DEPARTMENT OF ,EXTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CRUSH CONFERENCE ROOM (MAIN FLOOR)
.JUNE 26, 1991

08:30-09:00

REGISTRATION

09:00-99:15

WELCOMING AND OPENING REMARKS
Dr. G. Kenney-Wallace and Dr. P.M. Johnson

09:15-1036

EMISSION CONTROLS OF JAPAN
Dr. J. Kondo
Dr. H. Wynne-Edwards (session chair)
Dr. R. Peltier (respondent)

10:39-l 0:45
..

Coffee and juice will be available in the lobby.

REFRESHMENT BREAK Coffee and juice will be available in the
lobby.

10:~12:00

JAPANESE
TECHNOLOGY
FOR
ENVIRO’NMENTAL
..
PROTECTION
Dr; S. Nishioka
Mr. R. Franklin (session chair)
Mr. P. Vivian (respondent)

.12:15-1339

LUNCH Hosted by His Excellency,Mr. M. Mizoguchi, in the lobby.
” The Environment; Another Dimension of Canada-Japan
Relations”

1339914:45

JAPAN’S EXPECTATIONS FOR ,Ec0'92
Mr. K. ‘Chiba
Dr. J. Kit-ton(session chair)
Ms. E. May (respondent)

.I 4:45-l 5:oo

REFRESHMENT BREAK Coffee and juice will be available in the
lobby.

15:09-l 6:00

WORKSHOP SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Dr. H. Wynne-Edwards’ (panel chair)
Dr. R. Page
Mr. H. Brehaut
CLOSING. REMARKS.

..

,.

:
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Dalhousie University
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President
Business Council on National
Issues ’

‘Dr.‘John J. Drake
Ass? V.P. Computing Information
Services
McMaster University

Mr. J. E. (Jed) Drew
Ass? VP. Safety, Environment
and Regulatory Affairs
Canadian National Railways

Dr. Dennis P: Forcese
V.P (Academic)
Carelton University

Mr. Robert. Franklin
Ontario Hydro

Dr. William Fyfe .
Professor, Dept. of Geology
University of Western Ontatio

Mr. Douglas Galbraith
V.P. Marketing and Product
Development
.Atara Corporation

Dr. .James Gilmour ’
Director of Policy Analysis
Science Council of Canada

Dr. Len Good
Deputy Minister
Environment Canada

Dr. Shaukat Hassan
Research Fellow
Canadian Institute for International
Peace and Security

Dr. Jiro Kondo
President
Science Council of Japan

I

The Hon. Gilbert Clements
Minister of the Environment, PEI
and Chair, PEI Round Table on
the Environment and the Economy

Mr. John Cox
Research Associate
Institute for Research in Public Policy
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Director, Environmental Affairs
Canadian Manufacturers’ Ass.
:
Dr. Ataka Kudo
Environmental Measurement Service
National Research Council :
.
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Labaj
National Representative, Education
Department
Canadian Auto Workers
M. Pierre Lacroix
Prbsident
Roth International

Mr. I(eily Lamrock
National Chairperson
Canadian Federation of Students

Mrs. Lucy Lapointe-Shaw
Secretary General
National Research Council

Mr. Hartiand M. MacDougalt
Chairman
Royal
Trust
.

Mr. Ken Mackay
Director, Government Relations
SPAR Aerospace Ltd.

I&. Richard Martin
Executive V.P.
Canadian Labour Congress

Ms. Elizabeth May
Executive Director
Cultural Survival (Canada)

Mr. John T. Mayberry
President
Dofasco $teel

M. Gabriel Meunier
President
John Meunier Inc.

Dr. Shuzo Nishioka
Director
’
Centre for Global Environmental
Research-

Mr. Ken Omotani
Technical Director
E.B. Eddy Forest .Produ& Ltd.

Mr. Bernard Ostry
Chairman and CEO
Tvontario

Dr. Robert Page
Chairman
Canadian Environmental Advisory
Council

.Dr. W. Richard Pettier
Profesor, Dept. of Physics
University of Toronto

Mr. Klaus Pringsheim
President
CapadaJap& Trade Council

Dr. Francis Rolleston
Director, Scientific Evaluation 1
Medical Research Council

M. Jean-Guy Soulard
V.P., Principal Environnement
SNC Inc.

Mr. Robert Sopuck
Executive Director
Sustainable Development
Coordinati&i Unit
Manitoba Round Table on the
Environment and the Economy
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Mr. Peter Summers
Chair, Environmental Quality Committee
Canadian Manufacturers’ Association
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Mr. Paul Lab@
President
investment Canada

Dr. William Tupper
Department of Earth Sciences
Carleton University

I
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Mr. John D. Tennant
Director General, Asii and
.Pacific North Bureau
Dept. of External Affairs
Dr. Robert A. Ulmer
Senior. Manager, .Corporate
Banking - Japan Desk
Bank of Nova Scotia
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.Mr. Peter l@derwo&l
Director of Policy and Planning
Dept. of the Environment, Nova Scotia

Mr. Peter E. Vivian
Corporate V-P. (Environmental
Law)
Bell Canada International Inc.

Mr. Wally M. Vrooman _
V.P. Environment
C.P. .Forest Products Ltd.

Dr. Jan W. Walls
Director, David Lam Centre for
International Communication
Simon Fraser University

,
Mr. Bernard Wood.
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Dr. Hugh Wynne-Edwards
President
Terracy Inc.

CICV
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Peace and Security
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Mr. Michio Mizoguchi
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Directuer,
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Appendix 4

Keidanren Global EnvironmeN Charter
Keidanren
April 23, 1991

Introduction
Fe Japanese government and industrial
world, have been actively striving to
protect the environment, promote he&h
and safety, and- use .energy and
resources more efficiently ever since
pollution became’s problem in the highgrowth 1960s and especially since the
two oil crises of the 1970s. Japan now
has some of the most advanced’
technologies and systems in the world
to reduce industrial pollution, enhance
safety and hygiene, and conserve
energy and- other resources.
Yet today’s environmental probiems are
too’ critical to be dealt with solely
through measures to prevent industrial .
pollution. If we are to minimize the load
on the environment from, for example,
waste disposal and water pollution
generated in cities, society itself must be
fundamentally changed.. We -must
radically revise various social and
economic systems, such as the’ layout
of cities and the arrangement of
transport networks, and we must also
upgrade social infrastructure and,
indeed, raise the consciousness of
‘_
citizenry.

On the international agenda are such
world-scale problems as global warming,
the. depletion of tropical rain forests,
desertification, acid rain, pollution of the
oceans. The international community’s
response to the problem of global.
warming in particular will be having
profound effects on our ways of life and,
business. Naturally, there must be
overall.
measures
taken,
but
technological breakthroughs will also be
necessary. The problems .are such that
no country alone can come up with all
the answers.
The task befoie us ‘is not merely one of
rethinking the problems caused by the
pursuit of affluence in a culture that
encourages mass consumption; we
must also come to grips with the global
problems of .poverty and population
‘increase, aiming to hand over to future
generations a healthy environment that
allows. sustainable development ‘on a
..global
scale.
The
governments,
companies, and people of each nation
must become more aware of their roles
in this endeavour. People throughout the.
world must join hands to create new
social and economic Systems that allow
the advancement of the welfare of all

.

human beings and the conservation of
the whole world’s environment.
Japan must not rest content with its
good record in pollution control thus far.
The business world, academic circles,.
and- .govemment must pool their
innovative
create
resouroes
to
technologies
preserving
the.
for
environment, conserving energy, and
cutting back on resource consumption.
Solving Japan’s own environmental
problems is not enough; while drawing
on the Japanese. experience in
reconciling economic development with
:’ environmental protection, we must
actively participate in international
environmentalundertakings. Concerning
such problems as gfobal warming, we
should, support the efforts on more
scientific research into their causes and
effects and also begin work immediately
on the feasible countermeasures.
.

.’

By showing that it takes environmental.
problems seriously, ttie business world
can gain the trust and sympathy of the
public. This, will foster a mutually
beneficial
relationship
between
producers and consumers, thereby
encouraging the healthy development -of
the -economy. W@h the ‘above-situation
in mind, Keidanren offers the guidelines
outlines below to its members. It is to
be hoped that each .member, always
consulting with and seeking. the
understanding and cooperation of
consumers, government officials, and
.

others, will conduct its business in”
conformity
with these guidelines.
..

Basic philosophy
A company’s existence is closely bound
up with. the global environment as well
as with the community it is based in. In
carrying on its activities, each company
must maintain respect for human dignity,
and strive toward .a future society where
the global-.environmentis protected.
We must aim to. construct a society
whose members cooperate together on
environmentalproblems, a society where
sustainable development on a ‘global
scale is possible, where’ companies
enjoy a relationship of trust with local
.- citizens and consumers, and where they
vigorously and freely develop their
operations while working.to preserve the
environment. Each company must aim
at being a good global corporate citizen,
recognizing
that
.grap,pling with.
environmental -problems is essential to’
its own existence and its a&ties.
‘.’
Guidelines for cotpckate activities
1. .
Companies must carry on their ,business
contribute
to
activities to
the
establishment of a new economic sot/al
system for
realizing environment
protective society where sustainable
devetopment is possible.

,

1,...

1. Manaciement oolicies to d&l with
efivironinental oroblems

on the environment, and any necessary
countermeasures shall be implemented.

Companies . should always bear the
guidelines below in mind in ‘carrying on
their activities. They must work to (1)
protect the global environment ,and
improve the local living environment, (2)
take care to protect ecosystems and
conserve resources,, (3) ensure the
environmental soundness of products
and (4) protect the health and. safety of
employees and citizens.

(2). Care should be taken in the
research, design, and development
stages of -making a product to lessen
the possible burden on the environment
at each level of .its production,
distribution, appropriate use, and
disposal.

2. Coroorate oraanizations
(1) Companies shall establish an internal
system to handle environmental issues
by appointing a director and creating a
department in charge. of environmental
probf,ems.
(2) Environmental regulations shall be
established for company activities, and
these ‘shall be .obsetved. such internal
regulations should include goals for
reducing the load on the environment.
An internal inspection to determine how
well the environmental regulations are
being adhered to shall be carried out at
least once a year.

(3) Companies. shall establish internal
standards in addition to those of
national and local laws and regulations
for environmental protection when they
are necessary.
(4). When procuring materials, including
materialsfor production, companies shall
endeavour to purchase those, that are
superior from such viewpoints as
conserving resources, preserving the
environment, and recyclability.
(5) Companies shall utilize technologies
that allow efficient use of energy and
preservation of the. environment.
Companies shall endeavour to recycle
. byproducts, use resources efficiently,
and reduce waste products, and shall
deal with pollutants,and..’waste products.

4. Development of technoloay
3. Concern for the environment
.

(1) All company activities,beginning with
the siting of production facilities, shall
be scientificallyevaluated for their impact.

help solve global
In order to
environmental problems, companies
shall endeavour to deveiop and supply
innovative energy and resource-efficient

technologies and products that allow
preservation,of the environment.

5. TechnoloaV transfer

’

(1) Companies shalt actively publicise
information. and carry out education
activities concerning their measures for.
protecting the environment, maintaining
ecosystems, and ensuring health and
safety in their activities.

‘.

(I), Companies shall seek appropriate
‘means for the domestic and overseas
transfer of their technologies and
expertise for dealing with environmental
problems and conserving energy and
other resources.

nieasures

(1) If environmental problems.ever occur
as a result of -an accident in the course
of company activities,or deficiency in. a
product, companies shall adequately
explain the situation to all .‘concerned
.patties and take appropriate measures,
using their technologies and humanand
other resources, to minimize the impact
on. the. environment.
(2) Even when a major disaster or
environmental.accidentoccurs.outside of-

:

a company’s responsibility, it shall still
actively provide technological and other
appropriate assistance.
:

_I

(2) The employees shall be educated to
understand the imponance of daily close
management to ensure the prevention
of pollution and most. efficient use of
energy and resources.

in
official
participating
(2)
In
assistance
projects,
development
companies shall carefully consider
antipoliution
and
environmental
measures.
.

6: Emerkcv

7. Public relations and education
. .

. (3) Companies shall provide users with
information on the appropriate use and.
disposal, including recycling, of’ their
produdts.

:

8. Community relationg
..
(1) As community’members, companies,
shall actively participate in activities .to
preserve the community environment
and support employees who, engage in
such .‘activitieson‘ their own initiative.
(2) Companie,s shall promote dialogue
with people in all segments of society
over operational issues. and problems
seeking to achievemutual understanding
and strengthen cooperative relations.
.

9. Develonment of overseas
operatioils
Companies
developing
operations
overseas shall observe the Ten-PointsEnvironmental Guidelines for the
Japanese Enterprises Operating Abroad
in Keidanren’s Basic Yiews of the
Global .Environmental Problenis.(April
1990) (see attachment).

IO. Cdntributina to environmental
policv niakinq
(1) Companies shall work to provide
information
gained
from
their
experiences to administrativeauthorities,
international organizations, and other
bodies formulating environmental, as
well as participate in dialogue with such
bodies, in order that more rational and
effective policies can. be formulated.
(2) Companies shall use their .experience

to make rational proposals to bodies
formulating’ environmental policy and
offer advice on consumer lifestyles.
11. Response to such problems as
calobal warming
(1) Companies shall cooperate in
scientific research on cause and effect
of such’ problems as global warming
and in the economic analysis of possible
countermeasures for them.
:
(2) Companies shall actively work to
formulate policies which are effective
and rational to reduce energy and other
resource use in response to such’
environmental problems.
(3) Companies shall play an active role
.. when the private sector’s help is sought
to implement-internationalenvironmental
measures, including work to solve the
problems of poverty and overpopulation
in developing countries.

_

..

Ten-Point Environniental Guideline
for Japanese Enterprises Opemtina, Abroad

I

1. Establish-a constructive attitude.toward environmental protection and try to raise
complete awareness of the issues among those concerned.
2. Make environmental ,protection a priority at overseas sites and, as a minimum
requirement, abide by the environmentalstandards of the host country. Apply Japanese
standards concerning the management of harmful substances.
3: Conduct a full environmental assessment before starting overseas ‘business
operations. After the start of activities,try to collect data and, if necessary, conduct an
assessment.
~
4. Confer fully wiih parties concerned at the operational site and cooperate with them
in the transfer and local application of environment-relatedJapanese technologies and
know-how;
5. Establish an environmental management system, including the appointment of staff
iesponsible for environmental control. Also; try to improve qualifications for the
necessary personal.
‘:
6. Provide the locaf community with information ‘on environmental me.asures on a
,
regular basis.
regular
basis.
7. Be sure that .when environment-related issues arise, efforts are made to prevent
them from developing into social and. cultural frictions. Deal with them through scientific
and. rational
rational discussions.
discussions.
8. Cooperate
Cooperate in
in the
the promotionof
promotionof the
the host
host country’s
country’s scientiftc
scientiftcand rational
rational environmenta!’
environmenta!’
measures.
measures.
.9. Actively publicize, both .at home and abroad, the activitiesof overseas business that
reflect our
reflect
our concern
concern for
for environmental
environmental considerations.
considerations.
IO. Ensure
Ensure that
that the
the home
home offices
offices of
of the
the corporations
corporations operating
operating overseas
overseas understand
understand the
the
importance of
importance
of measures
measures for
for dealing
dealing with.
with.environmental
environmental issues,
issues, as they
they affect
affect overseas
overseas
affiliates. Thehead office must try to establish a support system that can, for instance,
send specialists abroad whenever the need arises.

..

AGENDA 21

1. Climate Change
2. Ozone Depletion
3. Transboundary Air Pollution
4.

Deforestation

5.

Desertification

6. Biodiversitv
7. Biotechnology

I

8.

Marine Pollution from Land Based Sources

9.

Living Marine Resources

IO. Freshwater
I I ., Disposal of Toxic and Hazardous Wastes
12. Poverty ‘and Environmental Degredation
13. Urban Environment
14. Environment and Health
15. New and Renewable Sources of Energy

.

16. Financial Resources for Environmental Protection

.

17. Technology Transfer for Environmental Protection
18. -Legal Aspects/International

Environment Law

19. International Institutional Arrangements
20. Economic Instruments

.’

I.

II

21. Environmental Education. and Information

,

.’
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